IOC RE-ANALYSIS PROGRAMME - SOCHI 2014

- Number of tests carried out during the Games (7-23 February 2014): 2,500

Sochi 2014 – Targeted reanalyses of Russian athletes in the context of the Oswald commission:

- Number of cases handled by the IOC Disciplinary Commission as of 22 December 2017: 46
- Number of cases opened by the IOC Disciplinary Commission as of 22 December 2017: 46

The IOC has re-analysed and is forensically examining all samples collected from Russian athletes at the Olympic Winter Games Sochi 2014.

As some investigations are still ongoing (notably the forensic analysis of the bottles), it cannot be excluded that there might be new elements that would justify opening further new cases.

Sochi 2014: by sport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport</th>
<th>Sochi 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biathlon</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobsleigh &amp; Skeleton</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filed (undisclosed sport)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Hockey</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luge</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skating</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skiing &amp; Snowboarding</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of IOC Disciplinary decisions published to date (22 December 2017):

- Alexander LEGKOV (RUS, cross country skiing, GOLD AND SILVER)
  Source: [IOC News 01.11.2017](#)
  Full decision with reasoning: [IOC News 27.11.2017](#)

- Evgeniy BELOV (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: [IOC News 01.11.2017](#)
  Full decision with reasoning: [IOC News 11.12.2017](#)
- Yuliia IVANOVA (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 09.11.2017

- Alexey PETUKHOV (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 09.11.2017

- Evgeniya SHAPOVALOVA (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 09.11.2017

- Maksim VYLEGZHANIN (RUS, cross country skiing, 3xSILVER)
  Source: IOC News 09.11.2017

- FILED (RUS, undisclosed sport)
  Source: IOC News 09.11.2017

- Elena NIKITINA (RUS, skeleton, BRONZE)
  Source: IOC News 22.11.2017

- Mariia ORLOVA (RUS, skeleton)
  Source: IOC News 22.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 18.12.2017

- Olga POTYLITSYNA (RUS, skeleton)
  Source: IOC News 22.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 18.12.2017

- Aleksandr TRETIAKOV (RUS, skeleton, GOLD)
  Source: IOC News 22.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 11.12.2017

- Olga STULNEVA (RUS, bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 24.11.2017

- Aleksandr ZUBKOV (RUS, bobsleigh, 2xGOLD)
  Source: IOC News 24.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 07.12.2017

- Olga FATKULINA (RUS, speed skating, SILVER)
  Source: IOC News 24.11.2017

- Aleksander RUMYANTSEV (RUS, speed skating)
  Source: IOC News 24.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 22.12.2017

- Sergei CHUDINOV (RUS, skeleton)
  Source: IOC News 27.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 15.12.2017
• Aleksei NEGODAILO (RUS, bobsleigh, GOLD)
  Source: IOC News 27.11.2017

• Dmitrii TRUNENKO (RUS, bobsleigh, GOLD)
  Source: IOC News 27.11.2017

• Yana ROMANOVA (RUS, biathlon, SILVER)
  Source: IOC News 27.11.2017

• Olga VILUKHINA (RUS, biathlon, SILVER)
  Source: IOC News 27.11.2017

• Aleksandr KAS'YANOVA (RUS, bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 29.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 20.12.2017

• Aleksei PUSHKAREV (RUS, bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 29.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 20.12.2017

• Iivir KHUZIN (RUS, bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 29.11.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 20.12.2017

• Yulia CHEKALEVA (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 01.12.2017

• Anastasia DOTSENKO (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 01.12.2017

• Olga ZAYTSEVA (RUS, biathlon)
  Source: IOC News 01.12.2017
  Full decision with reasoning: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Inna DYUBANOK (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017

• Ekaterina LEBEDEVA (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017

• Ekaterina PASHKEVICH (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017

• Anna SHIBANOVA (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017
• Ekaterina SMOLENTSEVA (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017

• Galina SKIBA (RUS, Ice Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 12.12.2017

• FILED (RUS, undisclosed sport)
  Source: IOC News 12.11.2017

• Alexey VOEVODA (RUS, Bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 18.12.2017

• FILED (RUS, undisclosed sport)
  Source: IOC News 18.12.2017

• Maxim BELUGIN (RUS, Bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Alexander BESSMERTNYKH (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Tatiana BURINA (RUS, Ice-Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Albert DEMCHENKO (RUS, Luge)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Tatyana IVANOVA (RUS, Luge)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Nikita KRYUKOV (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Artem KUZNETCOV (RUS, Speed-skating)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Natalia MATVEEVA (RUS, cross country skiing)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Anna SHCHUKINA (RUS, Ice-Hockey)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Ivan SKOBREV (RUS, Speed-skating)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017

• Liudmila UDOBKINA (RUS, Bobsleigh)
  Source: IOC News 22.12.2017